
Hello Lions of VA. Thank you for having me today. I’m very 
excited to be here. 

I want you all to look straight ahead, what do you see in 
your peripheral? Plate? People? Room around you? 

Now, what if you couldn’t see any of that. what if you could 
only see what’s right in front of you. imagine a world where 
you didn’t have any periphery. 
That’s the world that I live in. 



At 7, diagnosed with Retintiis Pigmentosa, deteriorates 
your peripheral vision and your night vision 

Picture is of sister and I at John’s Hopkins after my 
diagnoses. I was seven or eight and she was six



Broad demonstration of what I see 

Not perfect, but gives an idea 

The thing is, this isn’t as uncommon as some people 
believe



285 mil around the world are blind and visually impaired 

1.3 mil are legally blind in the US

75,000 people become blind each year in the US



10% travel independently – only 10% of blind and 
visually impaired people use a guide dog or a white 
cane

Leader Dog’s mission is to change that. 



Mentioned before I was diagnosed with RP when I was 
7 

Started white cane training in second grade and hated it 

Immediately realized I got a lot of stares. Now I know 
that those stares were out of sheer curiosity because 
how often do you see a blind seven year old?

At the time I didn’t know that and quickly became 
insecure about using my cane. 

Refused to use it. Let it sit in my room collecting dust 
and became dependent on mom, sister, and little 
remaining vision 



Mom convinced me to bring cane occasionally and this 
is a picture of one of those times. 

This was, again, my sister and I at Martinsville in 2014 
and the two of us again at Broadway at the Beach at 
Myrtle Beach in 2020.

Point is, I was part of the 90% of blind and visually 
impaired people who couldn’t travel independently. 

That is, until I found LD in 2019 



Mentioned before, LD’s mission is to increase 
independence 

To achieve this goal they implemented 3 programs

Summer experience camp: week-long, for 16 and 17 
year olds, combines fun activities and educational on 
independent travel 

White cane training: another week-long, one-on-one 
program w/ an orientation and mobility instructor who 
works with clients on whatever skills the client wants to 
improve – could be a life-long user, could be someone 
who never touched a cane in their life 



Guide dog training: can be done on-campus or at-home. 

On-campus is 3 weeks, on the LD campus and around 
the Rochester, MI area

At-home it is between 10 and 14 days in the client’s 
home environment 

One of the many amazing things about LD is the fact 
that they were the first guide dog organization to 
implement a program for the deaf-blind community. 

They also have a prison puppy program where they 
allow inmates to raise puppies as a part of a rehibilitation 
program. 

I’m fortunate enough to have attended all three 
programs: summer experience camp, white cane 
training, and guide dog training. 



Summer camp was first program I attended and the first 
time I heard about LD

Found LDB from my amazing orientation and mobility 
instructor, Sharon Yackso, who is actually here with us 
today. 

I was 16 and looking for guide dog schools, she told me 
about LD summer experience camp, I applied 

Best and busiest week of my life 

So many opportunities I never would have had it 
weren’t for LD 



Got to do scavenger hunts and tandem biking, this is a 
conference bike 



Outdoor camp -- rockwall climbing and ziplining 

Stuffed animal target story 



Same out door camp -- ropes courses. 

Also got to go to firestation where we got to ride in the 
firetruck, try on the gear, ride up in the bucket and see 
the Canadian border, and we got to use the hose. 
Unfortunately, we were told very explicitely to not spray 
anyone. 

Buttttttt one of the best parts.. 



meeting new people 

Never met anyone who could relate to my experiences 
on such a personal level 

Still friends with them today

If you ask alumni what their favorite part was, 9/10 chance 
they’ll say “Dog Day” 



Got to work with actual guide dogs for a day

Always knew I wanted a dog – Visually impaired 
documentary

This was the day that sold it for me

“Everyone wants a tesla” 



Couple weeks later invited back for O&M – so excited 
to return 

Much different but just as impactful 

Said before I hated using my cane, this was the week that changed that 

Throughout this week, I slowly but surely became more and more confident in my cane 
skills and my ability to travel independently 

Immediate turn around and I stopped feeling ashamed 

Ten years of O&M and no one convinced me to use my cane until then. It was like a breath 
of fresh air. 



About a year later, despite the craziness that came with 
2020, LD still held a virtual summer camp. 

Different than in-person, but still entertaining and 
informative with trivia, prizes, and guest speakers 

Still met so many amazing people 



Now, the moment you’ve all been waiting for, Leader 
Dog’s guide dog training. 

Couple months after VSEC, on Halloween 2020, I met 
my best friend, Sampson, who was actually a part of 
the prison puppy program that I mentioned earlier 

Nothing impacted my life more 

So much freedom and independence there aren’t words 

Still remember walking with him for the first time 

Cane felt like breath of fresh air, this felt like a gust 



Couple months later, got to fulfill my dream of walking 
across the stage with my guide dog 

Surreal day

Came so far in so many ways since diagnosis –
Sampson clear indicator of that 



Proud to say I just started my second semester at 
Christopher Newport University in Newport News

I’m a bit of an overachiever so I am double majoring in 
political science and leadership studies and double 
minoring in communications and human rights 

Working towards human rights research with focus on 
disability rights 



Only one of 17,000 clients of LD, 

17,000 lives changed, 17,000 more who could travel 
independently and safely 

Since 1958, all of it is free of cost 

Perspective: costs between 45,000 and 60,000 to train 
just the dog. Doesn’t include flights, meals, rooms. 
Since 1958, clients haven’t paid a penny to join the LD 
family



None of this possible without donors. 

Not only have they helped to provide free services, also 
allow LD to expand their outreach and provide more 
blind and visually impaired people the support we need. 

Bottom of my heart, thank you 



If you are looking for ways to help you can donate, 
encourage friends and family to donate, or follow and 
share their posts to get their message out there. 

I know I’ve talked a lot about how much Leader Dogs 
for the Blind means to me, but I don’t know if there are 
really words that can explain it, so I want to show you 
all the video of the first time I met Sampson. 





Again, thank you all so much for having me. I should 
have time for a couple questions now. 


